
AKVIS Artifact Remover AI 2.0: New Neural Networks for JPEG Artifacts Removal

March 3, 2022 — AKVIS announces a major update of AKVIS Artifact Remover AI, a free AI-powered program
for image enhancement and defects removal. Version 2.0 introduces modernized neural networks for the
Low Compression and High Compression image processing modes.

AKVIS Artifact Remover AI enhances the quality of compressed images, eliminating JPEG artifacts and noise.
This free program uses machine learning algorithms to get rid of defects.  The software includes three
modes for different types of images: Low Compression, High Compression, and High Compression with
Noise. With the program, users can easily enhance their photographs and repair overly-compressed JPEG
images.

Version 2.0 offers the new neural networks for the Low Compression and High Compression modes. The
program now gives  better  results;  it  removes  defects  and  artifacts  and  produces  high-quality  images
without color changes.

Also, the update provides the CUDA-powered module as a separate download, file saving options for Batch
Processing,  compatibility with the latest versions of Adobe and Corel  photo editors,  verified support  for
Windows 11 and macOS Monterey 12, bugs fixes and stability improvements.

Download AKVIS Artifact Remover AI 2.0 free of charge at akvis.com.

The software runs on Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, 11 and macOS 10.12-12.0, 64-bit. It is also compatible with Linux (via
Wine). The product is available as a standalone application and a plugin for AliveColors, Adobe Photoshop,
and other compatible image editors. The program supports a multi-language interface.

AKVIS Artifact Remover AI 2.0 comes in Free and Business versions, both are fully functional. Everyone can
get a Free license key by requesting into the start window. For commercial use, a Business license ($39) is
required. For more details about the software, please visit the product page at akvis.com.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com)  specializes  in  the  development  of  photo  &  video  processing  software.  Since  the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful products for Windows and Mac. The
company always keeps up with the times and updates its products with cutting-edge technologies.

  

About the Program: akvis.com/en/artifact-remover/index.php

Contact: Kat Kharina, AKVIS LLC, press@akvis.com
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